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New Titles for Children and Young People
Arnow, Jan. Hay from Seed to Feed; written and photographed by Jan Arnow. Knopf, 1986.
ISBN 0-394-96508-6. 32p. $11.99.
Black-and-white photographs of good quality illustrate a continuous text that
Ad describes each procedure used on a dairy farm to plant, tend, harvest, and use crops of
3-5 alfalfa hay. Arnow explains that the primary use is for cattle feed, although it-like any
hay-may also be used for mulching or as insulation around building foundations. This
is a dry but informative text, providing many facts about farm machinery and seasonal
texts, as well as about hay. ZS
Bates, Betty. The Great Male Conspiracy. Holiday House, 1986. ISBN 0-8234-0629-6. 165p.
$12.95.
Maggie, who is twelve, is the vehement narrator of a story in which she inveighs
Ad against the male sex, having three examples of malefic male behavior. Her father is
4-6 remote, wrapped in his own concerns and occasionally caustic. The brother-in-law she's
admired (clearly a case of retarded emotional growth) has left the sister and infant
nephew Maggie adores, and her classmate Todd is a tease and a trial. Most of the story,
which is capably written but creaky in structure and development, is concerned with
Maggie's slow acceptance of the new man in her sister's life (clearly a case of Total
Good Guy) and of her realization that her father does important work (he wins an
award) and that Todd is really a nice boy who teases her because he likes her. ZS
D.V. Boy-girl relations; Father-daughter relations; Sex roles
Bauer, Caroline Feller, ed. Snowy Day: Stories and Poems; illus. by Margot Tomes. Lippincott,
1986. Library ed. ISBN 0-397-32177-5; Trade ed. ISBN 0-397-32176-7. Library ed.
$10.89; Trade ed. $11.50. Reviewed from galleys.
As in her previous collection, Rainy Day (reviewed in the September, 1985 issue), this
R features three short stories-Uchida's Japanese "New Year's Hats for the Statues,"
3-5 Singer's Jewish "The Snow in Chelm," and Bauer's adaptation of the Russian "Marika
the Snowmaiden." The 28 poems include selections by X.J. Kennedy, Gwendolyn
Brooks, David McCord, Lilian Moore, Dennis Lee, Kaye Starbird, John Ciardi, Myra
Cohn Livingston, Karla Kuskin, and others. There is also a double-page spread of
recipes, one of facts, and one of activities, with a bibliography divided by age group and
annotated simply enough to guide children in their own reading choices. Perhaps it is
the sense of play that snow inspires, but both the stories and the poetry seem more lively
in this collection than in the last. What upgrades the book most of all, however, are
Margot Tomes' black-and-white illustrations. Her style and sense of design spice up the
pages with textual variety, unexpected portraits, and mini-landscapes. BH
C.U. Seasons (unit)
(81
Benedict, Helen. Safe, Strong, and Streetwise. Atlantic, 1987. ISBN 0-87113-100-5. illus. $13.95.
Reviewed from galleys.
Benedict has succeeded in being personal without becoming patronizing in this book
R of advice on how to prevent sexual assault or seek help to recover from an assault. In
6-12 lieu of the usual case history summaries, she includes actual quotes from victims, and,
most importantly, she is always on the side of the young victim, whether or not he or she
was breaking rules at the time of the attempted assault. This may concern some adults,
who would like to see more value judgments placed on a young person's activities. But
the primary theme here is that assault is always the fault of the assailant. The informa-
tion is specifically broken down in a detailed table of contents: what assault is, why it
happens and who does it to whom, every person's sexual rights and responsibilities, pro-
tection among people one knows (including dates), protection on the street and inside
the home, self-defense, and sources for help (including preventive school programs).
The emphasis on boys as frequent victims is valuable but occasionally overstated. An
appendix to parents is frank and helpful in outlining common reactions and how to
ameliorate them. Benedict is a strong advocate of doing something (yell, talk, escape)
and says that counsel to remain passive in the face of dangerous attacks is outdated,
according to the evidence of her research. From practical tips to therapeutic perspective,
this is one of the best books that has come out for young people on the subject of sexual
abuse. BH
C.U. Safety education
D.V. Self-reliance
Birdseye, Tom. I'm Going To Be Famous. Holiday House, 1986. ISBN 0-8234-0630-X. 160p.
$11.95.
His fifth-grade year, as related by Arlo, is largely occupied in training as a banana
M eater, for Arlo is determined to break the record listed in The Guinness Book of World
4-5 Records (17 bananas in less than two minutes). The writing style is light, and its breezi-
ness seems funny for a chapter or two, but the repetitive quality of the writing, the
straining for effect, and the improbability of the plot (where do the dozens of bananas
come from?) combine to weaken a one-gag sitcom. ZS
Blocksma, Mary. Space-Crqfting: Invent Your Own Flying Spaceships; written by Mary and
Dewey Blocksma; illus. by Art Seiden. Prentice-Hall, 1986. ISBN 0-13-823998-3. 43p.
$11.95.
The authors of Easy-to-Make Spaceships That Really Fly again present a series of
Ad simple projects for making "ships" that are meant to be flung like Frisbees. Like most
3-5 how-to-do-it books, this lists tools and materials and gives general tips before going on
to individual projects, each with their own such lists followed by step-by-step instruc-
tions. Plastic lids, paper plates and cups, and vinyl tubing loom large as materials. All
the projects use parts that have already been described, so that some thumbing back and
forth may be necessary. The numbered instructions are usually clear but at times are
terse. The projects make no great demands on the reader, they tend to be repetitive. ZS
Bograd, Larry. Poor Gertie; illus. by Dirk Zimmer. Delacorte, 1986. ISBN 0-385-29487-5. 103p.
$12.95.
An unusually well-developed novel, given the confines of brevity and a very simple
R style, this introduces us to a truly individualistic ten-year-old whose father deserted the
3-5 family and whose mother can hardly make the rent payments with her low-paying job.
Gertie compensates for her lacks with a vivid imagination, but she's honest about the
hardships of poverty, about the effects it has on her status at school("... the other kids
[82
look right through me") and her environment ("A lot of people in the neighborhood try
to act tough because there's not much else to do"). Nevertheless, Gertie, her mother,
and her grandfather have a loving relationship that sustains them through the stress of
never having enough. Despite its serious theme, this is a very funny book; Gertie has a
humorous eye for describing the antics of classmates and the quirks of living (the
buxom school nurse, dressed in white, "looked like a ski area"). Both the first-person
narrative and the dialogue are natural, and the plot, despite some occasionally exag-
gerated scenes, carries the episodic chapters to a convincingly happy conclusion. BH
D.V. Family relations; Perseverence
Bottner, Barbara. Nothing in Common. Harper, 1986. Library ed. ISBN 0-06-020605-5; Trade
ed. ISBN 0-06-020604-7. 177p. Library ed. $12.89; Trade ed. $12.50.
Budding artist Sara and budding neurasthenic Melissa are reeling from the death of
NR Mrs. Gregori, Sara's mother and Melissa's housekeeper. Alternating narration (although
9-12 they sound too much alike), the girls attempt to come to terms with the death: Melissa
retreats into a shell of studied alienation and compulsive shopping; Sara plots to guilt-
trip Melissa's mother, "Gigi," into giving her money for art school. Melissa is onto
Sara, Sara believes Melissa is poaching on her grief, and the whole thing explodes in a
Terms of Endearment catharsis with the two girls exchanging screams of bitter, but
therapeutic accusation. This is unpleasantly overwrought, and not to any telling effect,
except, perhaps, a mood of self-conscious, glamorous suffering. It is difficult not to
sympathize with Gigi when she says "Melissa, I'm exhausted from all your pent-up
emotions. Take them somewhere else." RS
D.V. Death, adjustment to
Brett, Simon. The 3 Detectives and the Missing Superstar. Scribner, 1986. ISBN 0-684-18708-6.
179p. $12.95. Reviewed from galleys.
The three detectives are a disparate lot who band together suddenly and without
NR much explanation (as if this were a long-established series) to rescue a kidnapped super-
5-7 star named Dazzleman. The rock music scene is less a vivid background than an excuse
for an obvious grade-C mystery set-up. The style and characterization run to superficial
(" 'What's a chauffeur?' asked Kimberley, who wasn't really very bright."). This is a
step up from some mass market mystery series, but it's a very short step and seems
patronizing in its efforts to please kids. BH
Brown, Tricia. Hello, Amigos! illus. with photographs by Fran Ortiz. Henry Holt, 1986. ISBN
0-8050-0090-9. 38p. $12.95.
A brief, first-person text captions full-page, lively, black-and-white photographs that
R follow Frankie Valdez through a school day, made special by his birthday celebration in
K-2 class and at home. Frankie and his large, traditional Mexican family live in the Mission
District of San Francisco. His combined first and second grade is bilingual, and a few
Spanish words are sprinkled naturally through the narrative. This will be a good choice
not only for Hispanic groups, but also for extending other children's cultural aware-
ness. BH
C.U. Mexicans in the U.S. (unit)
D.V. Intercultural understanding
Chambers, Aidan, comp. Shades of Dark. Harper, 1986. Library ed. ISBN 0-06-021248-9; Trade
ed. ISBN 0-06-021247-0. 120p. Library ed. $11.89; Trade ed. $11.50.
This collection of eight original ghost stories balances literary quality with popular
appeal to the advantage of both. The tone ranges from light, as in Vivien Alcock's
[83]
R sporting "The Champions," to Gothic, as in Lance Salway's creepy "Mandy Kiss
7-12 Mommy." In almost every case, the action, characterization, and style support
fantastical elements that otherwise might strain the already laden structure of the
short story. Jan Mark ("The Gnomon") and Helen Cresswell ("A Kind of Swan
Song") are already widely known in this country, and the other writers will be noted
for their vivid contributions here. BH
Christian, Mary Blount. The Phantom of the Operetta; illus. by Kathleen Collins Howell.
Dutton, 1986. ISBN 0-525-44272-3. (Determined Detectives). $9.95. Reviewed from
galleys.
There are humor and action to appeal to middle-grade mystery fans, in this slap-
M stick story of juvenile detection, but there are few other positive facets. The nar-
3-5 rator is Fenton Smith who looks, on the book jacket, to be about 10 or 11 and who
occasionally sounds even younger. His and his pal's (Gerald Grubbs) detective
efforts are interfered with by "this dumb old girl from school," Mae Donna Dock-
stadter. Trying to catch a ghost that's haunting the theater where Gerald's aunt is
putting on an operetta, the children find an ex-convict retrieving the million dollars
he'd hidden before going to jail. All of the characters are overdrawn, and this is
expressed through dialogue as well as exposition. Although corrected, Mr. Dock-
stadter, for example, within two pages calls Fenton "Finkly," "Farron," "Farley,"
"Falder," and "Farrington." ZS
Collier, James Lincoln. When the Stars Begin to Fall. Delacorte, 1986. ISBN 0-385-29516-2.
160p. $14.95.
Fourteen-year-old Harry White is white trash. He knows it because everybody in
R town says it and acts on it from the time he starts school and gets ostracized for
7-10 smelling bad and having cooties. His sixteen-year-old sister tries to win favors by
sleeping with boys, his well-meaning but weak-willed mother watches TV all day in
her bathrobe, his abusive father rages at the "biggies" who get rich off poor
people's labors but won't go to work himself. Yet out of this miasma emerges
Harry's determination to prove himself by exposing the local industry's pollution of
a beautiful river. His lonely and ultimately dangerous one-child crusade buttresses
Harry's self-respect by proving who's trash and who isn't. Although purposive, the
novel has involving characterizations, an anxiety-building plot, and a thought-
provoking, anti-establishment theme. BH
D.V. Father-child relations; Perseverence; Self-confidence
Conrad, Pamela. What I Did for Roman. Harper, 1987. Library ed. ISBN 0-06-021332-9;
Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-021331-0. Library ed. $12.89; Trade ed. $12.95. Reviewed from
galleys.
Darcie, the narrator, is sixteen; she is spending the summer with flustered Aunt
R May and dour Uncle George (tartar and tyrant, to Darcie) while her mother is on a
7-10 European honeymoon. Darcie knows her parents never married, has always refused
to talk to her mother about this, but now-seeing a picture of her parents in an
album-becomes determined to trace her father despite the anger of Uncle George.
That's one theme; the other is Darcie's love for Roman, who works with animals at
the zoo where Uncle Harry runs a restaurant. Conrad does a splendid job of
meshing the two themes, of creating characters with depth and color, and of express-
ing through Darcie the need for love that is so strong in adolescence. There's no
softening of Roman's tragic end, although a postscript indicates Darcie's adjustment
to the tragedy and her acceptance of the stepfather she's been sulking about all
summer. The novel has a fine narrative flow, and Conrad makes even the intensely
[841
dramatic ending (to prove her love, Darcie goes into the lions' cage with Roman)
believable. ZS
D.V. Stepparents, adjustment to
Costabel, Eva Deutsch. The Pennsylvania Dutch. Craftsmen and Farmers; written and illus.
by Eva Deutsch Costabel. Atheneum, 1986. ISBN 0-689-31281-4. 44p. $13.95.
Lavishly illustrated, this is a text divided into brief topics; it begins with an expla-
Ad nation of the fact that the Pennsylvania "Dutch" were German migrants recruited
3-5 by William Penn, and it describes some aspects of the living patterns of these farmer
/craftsmen whose large families lived in industrious conformity and piety. Almost
half the book is devoted to a discussion of such folk art forms as barn decoration,
woodenware, pottery, glassmaking, etc., the illustrations are deft and attractive, even
in those pictures that contain stiff human figures. The weakness of the book is that
it is neither one thing nor the other: too much general information to be a good art
book, too much space given to Pennsylvania Dutch arts to be considered a book
about the people. The writing style is clear but static; a bibliography and an index
(each one page) are included. ZS
C.U. Art-study and teaching; Social studies
Dann, Max. One Night at Lottie's House; illus. by David Pearson. Oxford/Salem House/
Merrimack, 1986. ISBN 0-19-554637-7. 31p. $8.95.
A souffle spoof from Australia is illustrated with drawings, scratchy and hatched,
Ad that are deftly executed and have a nice balance of the humorous and the macabre.
3-5 Dann uses flagrant exaggeration to achieve humor in the story line. Plot: fearful and
superstitious Arthur is forced (parental absence) to spend one night at the home of a
friend, where his paranoid belief in ghoulish creatures leads him to behave so oddly
that his hosts think he's a very strange boy. He is. ZS
D.V. Fears, overcoming
Danziger, Paula. This Place Has No Atmosphere. Delacorte, 1986. ISBN 0-385-294-89-1.
156p. $14.95.
It's a beloved formula. Pretty, popular girl moves to a new town and is miserable,
R missing old friends and old boyfriend, until new boyfriend sets her straight. Here,
5-8 though, the year is 2057 and the new town is the moon. Despite her extraterrestrial
leap, fifteen-year-old Aurora is a typical Danziger heroine-smart, with a rueful,
dead-pan humor: "Even though no life as we know it has been discovered in outer
space, I hope that there is such a thing as a giant lunar lizard. And I hope that it
eats my father." While this does not avoid the cliches of the paperback romance,
the science fiction background is different and funny, and the narration and voice
are smoother than they have been in Danziger's last few novels. RS
D.V. Moving, adjustment to
Delton, Judy. The Mystery of the Haunted Cabin; illus. by Anne Sibley O'Brien. Houghton,
1986. ISBN 0-395-41917-4. 142p. $12.95.
Although the mystery angle of this story is hokey, the family aspect is sometimes
M funny. The two Harrison children, their friend, and their mother set out for a Min-
3-5 nesota lake-shore cabin that Mrs. Harrison, a realtor, has bought sight unseen. The
cabin turns out to be not only more rustic than anyone expected but also to be
haunted by a midnight voice ordering them off the property. The children, left alone
during Mrs. Harrison's long daily commute to the city, track down some clues and
solve the case. The portrayal of the adult in charge as an impractical dreamer who
185
takes her children out of school at every possible excuse and of the children as take-
charge types gets overextended, as in Mrs. Harrison's setting up a seance to identify
the ghost, but it will appeal to young readers. The style is calculatedly simple, and
the ending set up for a sequel. BH
D.V. Fear, overcoming
Drucker, Malka. Eliezer Ben-Yehuda: The Father of Modern Hebrew. Lodestar, 1986. ISBN
0-525-67184-6. $11.95. Reviewed from galleys.
Although this begins with a slightly fictionalized scene from Ben-Yehuda's early
Ad study sessions, it quickly moves into an intelligent, factual account of one of Zion-
5-7 ism's most passionate spokesmen. Drucker threads her way through the complex
maze of history that provided a context for Ben-Yehuda's rebellion against ortho-
doxy, move to Palestine, and work on the first Hebrew dictionary. She also handles
with candor the fanaticism that tinged the man's passion for establishing Hebrew as
the modern language of Israel, a cause that occasioned his family much hardship
and suffering. Except for some lapses (such as a forbidden book that Ben-Yehuda,
caught reading in the synagogue, abandoned and then unaccountably pulled from
under his mattress later that evening), this is a capable introduction to a vivid
subject. BH
C.U. Languages
Fairclough, Chris. We Live in Ireland; written and illus. with photographs by Chris Fair-
clough. Bookwright/Watts, 1986. ISBN 0-531-18070-0. 60p. (Living Here). $10.90.
Like others in this 38-volume series, Fairclough's look at Ireland consists of an
Ad introductory paragraph summarizing Irish geography and history, a map, and inter-
4-7 views with 26 Irish citizens. These range from West Cork farmers to Dublin garda
(police) and represent a range of lifestyles and a variety of viewpoints, with facts and
figures worked in alongside (as in the fisherman's quoting the country's annual catch
of seafood). Although these are not spontaneous, they are well written, and the
color photographs consistent and informal. A "facts page," glossary, and index may
help direct readers to specific information, but they will have to read through the
entire book for a well-rounded picture. Unfortunately, the text almost falls into the
gutter because of tight binding and narrow margins. BH
C.U. Ireland (unit)
D.V. International understanding
Florian, Douglas. Discovering Frogs. ISBN 0-684-18688-8.
Discovering Seashells. ISBN 0-684-18740-X. Both books written and illus. by
Douglas Florian. Scribner, 1986. 30p. $10.95.
The quality of text in these two additions to the series is not quite as high as that
Ad of the first books on trees and butterflies (reviewed in the June, 1986 issue), although
1-3 the watercolor paintings are accurate and attractive. Seashells provides a few prin-
ciples with the balance of information given to a descriptive catalogue of shells
around the world. Frogs gives more facts on reproduction and characteristics but
still begs some obvious questions, as in this statement: "The moist skin of frogs is
very important, because oxygen is taken from the air through the skin." Why and
how moisture is important to that process is not explained. In spite of these
quibbles, there is more than enough here to make these acceptable introductory
primers, and the picture-book format lends itself to sharing aloud with younger
listeners. BH
C.U. Biology
[861
Foster, John C., comp. A Fifth Poetry Book. Oxford/Salem House, 1986. Library ed. ISBN
0-19-916054-6; Paper ed. ISBN 0-19-916053-8. 120p. illus. Library ed. $10.95; Paper ed.
$5.95.
First published in England, this mini-anthology of poetry is illustrated by a bevy of
R artists (not named) in varied styles and media; some of the art is in color, much of it is a
5-10 bit ghoulish, a few pictures are stunning. The poems are not grouped under rubrics,
although a grouping by subject or theme is evident (poems about family, seasonal selec-
tions) and there is access through a first line index as well as through the table of con-
tents. Most of the poets are British and most are child-oriented. There are a few selec-
tions that seem static, but generally the quality of the poetry is high. ZS
Gay, Kathlyn. Crisis in Education: Will the United States Be Ready for the Year 2000? Watts,
1986. ISBN 0-531-10248-3. 120p. illus. $11.40.
Packed with statistics, this is an impersonal look at the issues and problems currently
R facing public education in the U.S. Along with coverage of goals, controversies, and the
8-12 various perspectives of teachers, students, and parents, the book gives glimpses of the
history and philosophy of education as well, ending on a note of futuristic forecasts.
The list of some thirty important books for further reading seems, in fact, to be the
source of much of the information here. Objective but sometimes dry, the text has a
summary quality that will help students seeking a digest for reports and frustrate those
looking for a more human-interest approach. BH
George, Jean Craighead. Water Sky; written and illus. by Jean Craighead George. Harper, 1987.
Library ed. ISBN 0-06-022199-2; Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-022198-4. Library ed. $11.89;
Trade ed. $11.95. Reviewed from galleys.
As she has done before, Jean George combines her considerable skills as naturalist
R and as narrator to produce a story in which the setting and the nature lore are as strong
6-9 as the story but do not overwhelm it. Because his father had so enjoyed his own stay,
when young, with an Eskimo family, he has sent Lincoln to Alaska. Caught up in the
beauty of Eskimo culture, the excitement of whale hunting(Eskimo style) and a first shy
love affair, Lincoln almost forgets that he is determined to find the beloved uncle who
had disappeared in the vicinity. The characters are strong, the plot is smoothly devel-
oped, and the setting vividly drawn in a novel imbued with understanding and respect
for the rich traditions of Eskimo life. ZS
D.V. Courage; Intercultural understanding
Greene, Carol. Robin Hill; illus. by Ellen Eagle. Harper, 1986. Library ed. ISBN 0-06-022103-8;
Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-022102-X. 71p. Library ed. $11.89; Trade ed. $11.95.
Robin feels that there are a whole series of events in her life that aren't fair. Each of
Ad them fills a chapter in this episodic story: a grouchy landlord won't let the children play
2-4 on the grass; a pretty classmate seems to get everything she wants; the family has to
cancel their vacation because of a raise in rent; Robin's goldfish dies. Then in a sudden
(and not very well developed) sequence, the classmate is kidnapped and released. Robin
suspects the landlord, defies her mother's injunction not to play on a rotting balcony,
falls and is saved by the landlord, who attends the school play in which Robin acts the
part of a toadstool and who suddenly sanctions her having a kitten. The author
certainly demonstrates her understanding of children's common problems and
reactions, but the plot elements are too disparate for this brief a novel, and the ending is
artificially neat. Nevertheless, fiction at this reading level is sparse, and Robin will
probably win a sympathetic hearing. BH
D.V. Everyday life concepts
[87
Halvorson, Marilyn. Let It Go. Delacorte, 1986. ISBN 0-385-29484-0. 235p. $14.95.
When Jared (Red) Cantrell's father, a policeman, decided to move the family from
Ad Calgary to a small town nearby, 15-year-old Red was determined to show that he was a
6-9 tough kid. This earned him few friends, but the one friend he did make, Lance
Ducharme, part Indian, was loyal and supportive. Each boy had a secret, however.
Red, the narrator, hid the fact that his older brother had been devastated by drugs;
Lance never talked about the mother who had walked out when he was a young child.
The sudden reappearance of his mother and her efforts to get custody of him precipitate
a chain of events that nearly ruptures the friendship, nearly causes Lance to deteriorate
emotionally, and does cause him to confront danger. In the end, Lance accepts his
mother's love but stays with the father who has nurtured him. Red's story has an
occasional comment that seems cute or superficial, but on the whole the telling is con-
vincingly that of an adolescent, and if the pace is uneven, there is still enough action to
hold most readers, as well as a solid base of insight into human relationships and how
they change and grow. ZS
D.V. Father-son relations; Friendship values
Hautzig, Deborah. It's Not Fair! illus. by Tom Leigh. Random, 1986. Library ed. ISBN
0-394-98151-0; Trade ed. ISBN 0-394-88151-6. 30p. (Sesame Street Start-to-Read).
Library ed. $5.99; Trade ed. $4.95.
Large-scale pictures, not cluttered but brash in color, have little to attract the
M beginning-to-read audience for which the book is designed, save for the familiarity of
1-2 the Sesame Street characters. The story (simple vocabulary, large type face, a modicum
of repetition) focuses on Bert and Ernie; Bert does all the work in setting up a lemonade
stand, while Ernie gets the kudos. Bert goes into a weeping huff, and Ernie placates him
by giving him a dustpan and brush as a present. This may be useful fodder for beginning
readers, but it's little more, and it's disappointing coming from an author like Hautzig.
ZS
C.U. Reading, beginning
D.V. Social behavior
Hirschfelder, Arlene. Happily May I Walk: American Indians and Alaska Natives Today.
Scribner, 1986. ISBN 0-684-18624-1. 152p. illus. with photographs. $13.95.
This comprehensive reportage of native American groups is well-researched and up-
R to-date in content but suffers from repetition ("It is difficult for non-Indians to learn
5-9 Indian languages" and, one paragraph later, "It is possible but extremely difficult for
non-Indians to learn an Indian language"). Tribal governments, reservations,
languages, religion, education, history, and culture get detailed attention that some-
times breaks down into dry organization, as in the catalogue-like chapters on arts and
sports figures. Nevertheless, the discussions of Indian treatment at the hands of the
U.S. government is a sympathetic one, and students working on reports will find the
facts and figures they need here, along with black-and-white photographs, a good
bibliography, and an index. BH
C.U. History--U.S.
Hoban, Tana. Red Blue, Yellow Shoe; written and illus. with photographs by Tana Hoban.
Greenwillow, 1986. ISBN 0-688-06563-5. 11p. $3.95.
With her customary clarity of concept and precision of photographic composition,
R Hoban has created a board book to equal 1,2,3 (A First Book of Numbers) and her
1-3 other concept books for the youngest child. Each page contains one object, a familiar
yrs. and attractively presented one, with a large dot in the featured color and the name of the
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object in large block print. Green is represented by a handsome maple leaf, gray by a
feather in shades from light to dark, and black by an appealing but not sentimentalized
kitten. The book itself is easy to handle, with rounded edges, and will serve for use in
identifying the objects as well as the colors. Sturdy in every respect. BH
Houston, James. The Falcon Bow: An Arctic Legend. Margaret K. McElderry, 1986. ISBN
0-689-50411-X. $12.95. Reviewed from galleys.
This sequel to The White Archer (reviewed in the October, 1967 issue and still in print)
R brings the young Inuit, Kungo, back to the island of his aging adoptive parents only to be
5-8 summoned after a season to seek his sister, now married to a hunter among inland
Indians. The coastal Inuit believe that the inlanders have cut off their supply of caribou;
the inlanders believe the Inuit have built weirs to hold back the fish. Both groups are starv-
ing and on the verge of hostilities when Kungo makes his journey and reconciles the two
peoples just as, somewhat fortuitously, the caribou that were scattered by tundra fires
return and the fish begin their run. The real tension here evolves from humans fighting the
forces of nature rather than each other. Several scenes of Kungo in danger from thin ice or
storms are gripping, while the resolution of the suspicious hunters seems a foregone con-
clusion after one brief confrontation. Readers of the previous book will have had the
benefit of built-up expectations based on previous characterizations and situations. Those
who come to this book first can still enjoy the details of survival among native peoples in a
harsh country. BH
Howe, Norma. In With the Out Crowd. Houghton, 1986. ISBN 0-395-40490-8. 196p. $12.95.
Reviewed from galleys.
There are many adolescent novels that focus on disillusionment setting in, attended by
R realization that the "in" group is snobbish, that the despised boy (it's usually a boy; the
6-9 protagonist is usually a girl) is lovable, and that there is life outside the self-mandated
palisade that protects the snobs. This is just better than most of them: more smoothly
written, with characters who have depth and who change and grow, and with a range of
other interests--particularly the members of her family, including one grandparent with
Alzheimer's disease--in sixteen-year-old Robin's life. She loses her handsome footballer
boyfriend, and discovers the hard way that two of her girlfriends are disloyal. Robin is a
nice girl, but not a wooden doll. ZS
D.V. Boy-girl relations; Family relations; Friendship values
Hughes, Meredith Sayles. The Great Potato Book; written by Meredith Sayles Hughes and
E. Thomas Hughes; illus. by G. Brian Karas. Macmillan, 1986. ISBN 0-02-745300-6. 74p.
$11.95.
Whatever you wanted to know (and more) about potatoes has been lightly tossed into
Ad this collage of information, including some botany, history, nutrition, craft projects,
3-5 jokes, and stories. Needless to say, the text jumps around a bit, from a discussion of
potato beetles, for instance, to instructions for planting grass seed on a carved potato in
order to top the face off with "hair." There's no index, so students looking for report
material will have to leaf through the book to find it. Browsers probably won't mind,
however, since the format is open, the black-and-white drawings and photos eye-catching.
BH
C.U. Food (unit)
Jin Xuqi The Giant Panda, by Jin Xuqi and Markus Kappler, tr. by Noel Simon. Putnam, 1986.
ISBN 0-399-21389-9. 46p. illus. with photographs. $12.95.
Fine color photographs illustrate a book first published in Switzerland and fluidly, if
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R occasionally repetitively, translated. This should take its place with other substantial
5-7 books about the giant panda, since style and translation are smooth, coverage and organi-
zation are excellent, and accurate information provided in the text is augmented by full
captions for photographs. In addition to facts about habits and habitat, the authors
describe the successful efforts being made to protect and foster the animal that is so
appealing in this book, as it is in zoos in or outside of China. ZS
D.V. Animals, kindness to
Kassem, Lou. Listen for Rachel Margaret K. McElderry, 1986. ISBN 0-689-50396-2. 164p. $11.95.
Rachel, suddenly orphaned when her parents die in a Nashville fire, goes to live in the
Ad East Tennessee mountains with her grandparents just before the outbreak of the Civil
6-9 War. The main thrust of the story is her adjustment to the family clan and mountain
ways, to which she brings an open mind, a talent for riding her grandfather's horses, and a
gift for healing encouraged by a local herb woman. The plot devices to generate tension
seem a bit artificial-a jealous cousin, a "poor white trash" villain who threatens Rachel
with rape-when the actual conflicts of families split by the war are so inherent. The style,
too, is old-fashioned and occasionally trite (an over-reliance on "misty mountains," for
instance, and stock phrases to describe characters' reactions). On the other hand, the
setting is strong, the dialect handled naturally, and the romance between Rachel and the
Yankee soldier she falls in love with innocently appealing. BH
D.V. Adaptability; Vocational orientation
Keller, Mollie. Alexander Hamilton Watts, 1986. ISBN 0-531-10214-9. 68p. illus. (A First Book).
$9.40.
A detailed account of the boy who came, poor and illegitimate, from St. Croix to New
Ad York at the age of fifteen, his future sponsored by well-wishers who saw in Alexander
5-7 Hamilton a potential for achievement. By the age of 20, he had achieved high rank in
Washington's army and he was to become a close friend of Washington and other leaders.
Instrumental in fashioning the new government and in shaping its fiscal policy, Hamilton
became a successful lawyer and remained a devoted patriot, often leaving his practice and
his large family to serve his state or his country. His was a life full of action and drama
(the enmity with Jefferson, the duel with Burr), but Keller's style, both heavy and
laudatory, lessens the drama. It is sprinkled with generalizations: "Women found him
charming and uncommonly handsome. Men were impressed by his intelligence and his
seriousness," or, speaking of children's ambitions, "Nowadays they plan on careers as
astronauts, athletes, or rock stars." Good material, adequate structure, weak style. A
bibliography and an index are provided. ZS
C.U. History-U.S.
D.V. Devotion to a cause
Kitzinger, Sheila. Being Born" illus. with photographs by Lennart Nilsson. Grosset, 1986. ISBN
0-448-18990-9. 64p. $14.95.
A social anthropologist who specializes in childbirth education, Kitzinger addresses her
R simply written text to the reader, describing the nine months of gestation in terms of an
2-4 experience every reader has had; "Once you were in a small, dark place inside your
* mother's body," the book begins. Conception is described succinctly and accurately, but
the focus is on the changes that take place in the mother's body and on the recurrent
miracle of the changes in utero from a ball of cells to an infant ready to breathe inde-
pendently. The text is authoritative and the photographic illustrations are stunning: full
color, usually highly magnified, almost all depicting the embryo in the womb. This is
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medical photography at its best, and the oversize pages are used brilliantly to display
pictures in a layout with spacious dignity. ZS
C.U. Science; Sex education
Kramer, Stephen P. How To Think Like a Scientist A nswering Questions by the Scientific Meth-
od; illus. by Felicia Bond. Crowell, 1987. Library ed. ISBN 0-690-04565-4; Trade ed.
ISBN 0-690-04563-8. Library ed. $10.89; Trade ed. $11.50. Reviewed from galleys.
A good idea with slight treatment makes this a moderately useful book that poses ques-
Ad tions and analyzes answers (based on anecdotes linked by exposition) that should lead
4-6 the reader to understand-perhaps to practice-a scientific approach to problem-
solving. Kramer writes adequately but tends to overexplain by punching ideas rather
than expanding on them. On the other hand, a book that introduces concepts of wishful
thinking, depending on the ideas of others, and other procedures that produce, or can
produce, bias and that contrasts them to concepts of observation, controlled experi-
ment, deductions based on evidence, and sharing of results has value. ZS
C.U. Science
Krementz, Jill. Jamie Goes on an Airplane; written and illus. with photographs by Jill Krementz.
Random, 1986. ISBN 0-394-88196-6. 12p. (Great Big Board Books). $3.95.
One of a series of board books, this description of a trip, from packing a suitcase to
Ad grandparental welcome, is illustrated with full-color photographs of excellent quality.
3-5 The type is large and clear, the writing style is direct. The material covered is much the
yrs. same as that of any book about a trip in an airplane: boarding, seating, napping,
remembering to buckle one's seat belt, reporting that on some trips the flight attendant
may give you a wing-shaped pin just like hers. Nice, but not unusual. ZS
Kroll, Stevens. Annie's Four Grannies; illus. by Eileen Christelow. Holiday House, 1986. ISBN
0-8234-0605-9. 30p. $12.95.
More farce than comedy, this is the story, in rhyme, of the misbehaving grand-
NR mothers (two natural, two step) at Annie's sixth birthday party. On arrival, "Bess runs
5-6 to the closet/Jean hides by the stairs/Kate hides in the bedroom/Underneath some
yrs. bears." Granny May hides behind the kitchen door. They all sulk until it's time for cake
and tea, at which they cheer up and become sociable, expressing their gratitude and pro-
claiming that they will be friends forever. Both sets of parents have, by the way,
behaved impeccably. There's an element of humor in role reversal which preschool
partygoers may recognize, but for literal-minded children, it's a put-down of older
people. The versifying is adequate, if occasionally forced, and the line-and-wash
pictures have animation but little nuance. ZS
Levin, Betty. The Ice Bear. Greenwillow, 1986. ISBN 0-688-06431-0. 179p. $10.25.
There is an aura of mystery in Levin's adventure tale set in an unspecified but fairly
R primitive time and in an imaginary place, the Kingdom of Thyme. With the king away,
6-8 the wicked Lord of Urris has been gathering power. Within this larger pattern is the
story of Wat, who earns his freedom and attains his maturity when he is sent on a quest
to the north with a valuable bear cub and the "idiot girl" who has, like Wat, been taken
in by a wise woman. The girl, Kaila, understands the polar bear's needs better than Wat
does; in fact, through all of their adventures and the dangers they face, he learns that
she is the more resourceful and that he had prejudged her. The story has a good pace
and sweep; the characters change and grow; the setting is roundly conceived. The
writing is occasionally heavy, but not often enough to slow the story, which is well-
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constructed and logically developed. ZS
D.V. Courage; Resourcefulness; Sex roles
Love, Robert. Elvis Presley. Watts, 1986. ISBN 0-531-10239-4. 112p. illus. with photographs.
(Impact Biographies). $10.90.
Factually, this is not a bad summary of the life of one of popular culture's most remark-
Ad able successes, but the book repeatedly misses out on the opportunity to weigh the rela-
7-10 tionship between society and star, a relationship often destructive to the star. What does
become clear is that Presley's career was a carefully engineered one, from the calculated
use of black music in the service of white money by Elvis' first recording engineer to the
burn-out pace of grade-C movies dictated by his long-time manager, "Colonel" Parker. It
is all the more unfortunate, then, to include overblown statements like John Lennon's
"measure of Elvis's place in the history of rock music" ("Before Elvis, there was
nothing") as if he were in truth a musical genius instead of a talent exploited in the right
place at the right time. Young people who read carefully will probably figure this out for
themselves; those who don't will at least find out the behind-the-scenes cost of a stage-
driven energy maintained by drugs. BH
Mahy, Margaret. The Great Piratical Rumbustification & The Librarian and the Robbers; illus. by
Quentin Blake. Godine, 1986. ISBN 0-87923-629-9. 57p. $11.95.
Mahy seems able to flex her wit at almost any level, from picture book to young adult
R novel, and these two middle-grade short stories are no exception. The first introduces the
3-6 Terrapin family just as the parents, desperate to go out to an important dinner, call the
* sitting agency and end up with an ex-pirate to take care of their three sons for the evening.
("At last," think the children, "a baby-sitter worthy of us-we deserve him, and he
deserves us-what could be fairer than that!") While Mr. and Mrs. Terrapin suffer
through an interminable soup course, the pirate is organizing a huge party, which encom-
passes the entire neighborhood, all the ex-pirates in the city, and, eventually, Mr. and
Mrs. Terrapin. The second story is an equally hilarious account of a band of robbers kid-
napping a librarian, who gives them all a case of Raging Measles, converts them to litera-
ture, and marries their leader. These are splendid read-alouds, but listeners should not
miss Quentin Blake's exuberantly ridiculous, black-and-white cartoons, which tumble
across the pages with much the same verve as Mahy's text-a matchless combo of child-
like irreverence. BH
C.U. Reading aloud
McGraw, Eloise Jarvis. The Seventeenth Swap. Margaret K. McElderry, 1986. ISBN 0-689-50398-9.
150p. $11.95.
Eric (twelve according to the jacket flap, eleven according to the imprint page) has a
Ad job, three times a week, taking care of eight-year-old Jimmy, confined to a wheelchair.
4-6 Eric is fond of Jimmy and decides, when the younger boy cuts out an ad for boots he
admires, that he will get them, but how it can be done (both of their families are poor) is a
problem. Anxious to take advantage of the advertised sale price, Eric works out a series of
swaps after diligent investigation of what his friends and neighbors collect and want.
What McGraw does is extend a situation into a novel, and while it has several strengths,
the book is tediously stretched. The characters are well-defined, the writing style is com-
petent, the goal admirable (and at length achieved), but the plot is attenuated. ZS
D.V. Handicaps, adjustment to; Kindness; Resourcefulness
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Mazer, Harry. Cave Under the City. Crowell, 1986. Library ed. ISBN 0-690-04559-X; Trade ed.
ISBN 0-690-04557-3. Library ed. $11.89; Trade ed. $11.95. Reviewed from galleys.
When their father leaves New York to look for work, and their mother is hospitalized
Ad with TB, 12-year-old Tolley and his little brother Bubber take to the streets rather than
5-8 go to the children's shelter. This is set during the Depression, and like so many around
them, the boys survive day by day, rummaging in garbage, doing odd jobs, stealing, and
begging. Tolley's narration has an authentic colloquial ring, and his alternating concern
for and exasperation with Bubber give a solidly familiar core to the brothers' series of
adventures, close calls, and eventual reunion with their family. While the story lacks the
force and tension of Holman's Slake's Limbo and the best of Mazer's other novels, the
appeal of survival in the city is sure and the depression background smoothly woven in.
RS
D.V. Self-reliance
Mother Goose. The Random House Book of Mother Goose; comp. and illus. by Arnold Lobel.
Random House, 1986. Library ed. ISBN 0-394-96799-2; Trade ed. ISBN 0-394-86799-8.
170p. Library ed. $14.99; Trade ed. $14.95.
A comprehensive collection of 306 nursery rhymes, with beautiful, endlessly inventive
R illustrations. Lobel has set his Mother Goose squarely in the past, with the requisite bil-
3-6 lowing gowns and pastoral vistas, all touched with a joyful flamboyance. Some of the
* rhymes are illustrated with a single small painting; others share a large illustration-a
double-page spread of a gloriously messy kitchen illustrates five rhymes, including
"Polly Put the Kettle on" and "Pease Porridge Hot," each text clearly separated but
coming together in the picture. Still others are visually narrated through several frames,
from a two-frame of "Doctor Foster" (boisterously marching along in the first, "up to
his middle" in a puddle in the second) to a very funny "Twelve Days of Christmas,"
where the smitten suitor becomes gradually overwhelmed by the gifts he is carrying.
There are several large paintings for single verses: a moody, double-page vertical for
"Wee Willie Winkie," a forest full of herring for "The Man in the Wilderness," and a
rolling, dramatic spread for "If All the Seas Were One Sea." The tones are varied-a
grotesque "Jack Sprat," a romantically tender "Hush Little Baby"-but the overall
vision is unified. From the rhymes of Mother Goose, Lobel has created a world. RS
Murphy, Jill. Five Minutes' Peace; written and illus. by Jill Murphy. Putnam, 1986. ISBN
0-399-21354-6. 30p. $9.95.
Inasmuch as children can laugh at themselves and their parents, this will appeal to
R young listeners; adults will love every minute of it. Mrs. Large takes one look at her
4-6 three elephant children wreaking havoc at the breakfast table, makes up a tea tray, and
yrs. sneaks off to the bathroom for "five minutes' peace." There she is shortly joined by
Lester, who plays "Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star" three and a half times; Laura, who
reads four and a half pages of "Little Red Riding Hood"; and the baby, who gener-
ously throws all his toys into Mrs. Large's bubble bath. Abandoning the tub to the
children, Mrs. Large returns with the newspaper (the children have eaten her breakfast)
to the kitchen, where she finally achieves three minutes and forty-five seconds of peace.
The fine-grained color pencil drawings are softly textured and funny; and mother
elephant's dilemma is a familiar enough one that children may enjoy it even from her
perspective. BH
D.V. Mother-child relations
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Naylor, Phyllis Reynolds. The Bodies in the Bessledorf Hotel. Atheneum, 1986. ISBN
0-689-31304-7. 132p. $12.95.
Bernie Magruder and his siblings help their parents run the Bessledorf Hotel, managing
Ad it for the absentee owner, fussy Mr. Fairchild. The Magruders, who've led a peripatetic
4-6 life, have enjoyed the comparative permanence of a stable situation in a pleasant small
town. Bernie enjoys keeping, for once, the friends he's made. When a series of odd events
brings press publicity that arouses the owner's ire, the Magruders are told to leave. Why
have two apparently dead bodies disappeared? How and why did a true corpse (taken
from the mortuary next door) get put in a hotel room? The ending is more than slightly
concocted (the Magruders are vindicated) when the culprit is caught due to the efforts of
Bernie and his friends, but the light tone, the comic moments, the action, and the element
of mystery should make the story appealing. ZS
D.V. Family relations
Nixon, Joan Lowery. Beats Me, Claude; illus. by Tracey Campbell Pearson. Viking, 1986. ISBN
0-670-80781-8. 28p. $10.95.
A sequel to If You Say So, Claude, this is a three-chapter picture book in which a
R couple starts out admiring the peace and quiet of their Texas homestead. For Shirley, the
2-4 only thing lacking is someone else to talk to; for Claude, it's a juicy apply pie. They both
get what they want-in a very roundabout way. While Claude is out in the fields, Shirley
has three visitors: the first is a shyster who leaves behind an orphan; the second is a bank
robber, and the third a group of army deserters. Shirley does them all in with her horrible
apple pies, along with convincing Claude to keep the orphan, who bakes like an angel.
This has tall-tale humor, nonstop action, and satisfying lines. Shirley tells Claude she
needs to go into town to pick up some of the orphan's things. "What things?" Claude
asks. "Just some clothes, some books, and a sister," says Shirley. Pearson's sassy art
work has helter-skelter lines highlighting the slapstick, as well as inventive details; the
armadillo that pokes through every riotous scene makes a funny contrast to the moose
head, which observes it all through the spectacles of one of Shirley's victims. Chaotic and
colorful, this is a sure-fire read-aloud to younger listeners as well as a tall tale for those
who can read it independently. BH
C.U. Reading aloud
O'Brien, Edna. Talesfor the Telling: Irish Folk & Fairy Stories; illus. by Michael Foreman. Athen-
eum, 1986. ISBN 0-689-31318-7. 122p. $19.95.
A dozen stories range from Irish folktales in dialect, which will be somewhat difficult
SpR for young U.S. readers, to Celtic fairy tales with familiar motifs from stories as widely
4-6 varied as "Bluebeard," "Baba Yaga," and "The Golden Goose." O'Brien's style is often
amusing: when hero Eamonn goes to the Devil to fetch a flail "for the King of Dublin to
thrash the Danes," the Devil asks, "what will I get in return?" Replies Eamonn, "You'll
get a lot of dead Danes." O'Brien translates Irish cadences well with her own literary
rhythms ("You dirty bog trotting profligate," roars one giant to his adversary). All of this
makes for a rich storytelling source; unfortunately there are no source notes. Sophisti-
cated fairy-tale buffs who have polished off the more common collections and are looking
for a challenge or reporting on variants will also want to mine this, and gifted children will
especially enjoy aspects of the retelling that will leave average readers foundering. Fore-
man's watercolor illustrations, often washed by a single dramatic color such as red or
blue, run a gamut of moods from earthy to eerie. BH
C.U. Storytelling
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O'Connor, Jane. Lulu and the Witch Baby; illus. by Emily Arnold McCully. Harper, 1986.
Library ed. ISBN 0-06-024627-8; Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-024626-X. 58p. (An I Can Read
Book). Library ed. $9.89; Trade ed. $8.95.
There is certainly nothing new about this story of sibling rivalry, but it is dressed in
R appealing costume, with some accessories that will lighten beginning readers' labors.
K-3 Lulu is a witch girl put in charge of caring for the baby she detests while their mother
goes shopping. After the baby tears up her favorite drawing, Lulu tries a charm to get
rid of him and panics when she thinks she has succeeded. The relief of finding the baby
seems to resolve Lulu's identity crisis-behold the dawn of affection. No matter how
familiar the plot, however, readers will identify with it and chuckle over the disap-
pearance recipe, which calls for bat blood, fly legs, snake guts, swamp water, and hairs
from a black cat. McCully's illustrations lend a lot of verve as well, especially in detail-
ing the ghoulish clutter of the house and the grizzled family pets. BH
C.U. Reading, beginning
D.V. Baby, adjustment to
Pearson, Kit. The Daring Game. Viking, 1986. ISBN 0-670-80751-6. 225p. $11.95.
An eleven-year-old Canadian girl, Eliza, whose parents are moving, convinces them
Ad to let her attend a boarding school for one year. This is the story of that year, in which
4-6 Eliza does well academically, copes with homesickness, and is (for the major part of the
story) concerned about her relationships with her dormitory mates. The title refers to
the game invented by Helen, the troubled rebel of the group: each girl must accept a
dare that Helen proposes. The final ploy is Helen's own dare, conceived by one of the
other girls, and it brings real trouble. This is not unlike many other girls' boarding
school stories: the characters are well-defined, operate within a narrow framework, and
are limited in their interests and development. This is an adequately structured first
novel, weakened by stylistic lapses like "A coil of tightness inside her... sprung loose,"
and such fallacious concepts as having an expression in common usage in the U.S.
treated as unknown: "Carrie giggled. 'What does that mean? You guys use such funny
expressions.'" Carrie is American, the others are Canadian, and the expression is
"Many happy returns of the day." ZS
D.V. Age-mate relations; Ethical concepts; Self-confidence
Phillips, Joan. My New Boy; illus. by Lynn Munsinger. Random, 1986. Library ed. ISBN
0-394-98277-0; Trade paper ed. ISBN 0-394-88277-6. 29p. (Step into Reading). Library
ed. $5.99; Trade paper ed. $2.95.
Designed for preschool or first-grade children who are just beginning to read inde-
R pendently, this humorous story has very large print and not too much of it. The vocab-
4-6 ulary is simple, the illustrations are a bit cartoonish but lively and amusing, and the con-
yrs. cept should be appealing, whether this is used for reading alone or reading aloud. The
audience will enjoy the role reversal, since the speaker is a puppy that dotes on his
newly-acquired boy, who isn't very good at scratching his ear with his foot but is easily
trained to throw things for fetching. A temporary separation (boy is lost, dog finds him)
provides action and satisfaction as added appeals. ZS
C.U. Reading, beginning
Pinkwater, Daniel Manus. The Moosepire; written and illus. by Daniel Manus Pinkwater. Little,
1986. ISBN 0-316-70811-9. 44p. $12.95.
Not one of Pinkwater's most coherent farces, this is the story of how Blue Moose (a
M hero of two earlier books) tracks down Deadly Eric (or Eric the Dead), a vampire moose
4-6 that attacks people for their ear wax. Several of the scenes are adult in-jokes: the nar-
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rator's conversation with a British explorer in the latter's posh club, for instance, or Blue
Moose's research methods in the library, or a prospecting Rabbi's blessing the onion-and-
moss soup. The resolution itself, with Blue Moose's boxcar in the North woods turning
out to be a time machine, smacks of Dr. Who episodes. Pinkwater writing spoofs is inven-
tively funny; Pinkwater spoofing Pinkwater is a bit overextended. BH
Prelutsky, Jack. Ride a Purple Pelican; illus. by Garth Williams. Greenwillow, 1986. ISBN
0-688-04031-4. 59p. $13.00.
Almost every one of these bouncy rhymes hosts a reference to a city or region in
R America, and each is faced with a stunning, full-page illustration that blends, with strong
2-6 colors and spaces, a sense of the real and unreal. "Two robins from Charlotte/ set out on
yrs. a stream,/ they rowed to Savannah/ for peaches and cream, the peaches were sweet,/ so
these two little birds/ remained in Savannah/ for seconds and thirds." The picture fea-
tures two portly avians systematically stuffing themselves in a purple rowboat tied to a
blade of grass. Some of the poems have a tongue-twister element, which will add to the
fun, and almost always there's the child's-eye view: "When Molly Day wears yellow
clothes,/ finches flutter by her toes,... / but when she wears her suit of gray,/ no one fol-
lows Molly Day." The art, too, sports a variety of tone, from two dancing pigs kicking up
their heels in Arkansas to sad Mr. Pennington Poe, whose array of rusty trucks might dot
the snowy landscape of any rural slum. In modes of the silly (Timmy Tatt with his water-
melon hat) or the sublime (a white cloud swan over Saskatchewan), this combo of veteran
illustrator and seasoned rhymster will have youngsters chanting aloud with parents and
teachers. BH
C.U. Language arts-poetry
Prokofiev, Sergei Sergeevich. Peter and the Wolf, ad. by Loriot; illus. by Jorg Miiller. Knopf, 1986.
Trade ed. ISBN 0-394-88417-5; Trade ed. & cassette ISBN 0-394-88418-3. 24p. Trade ed.
$14.95; Trade ed. & cassette, $19.95.
An oversize picture-book version with effects significantly different from the one illus-
R trated by Mikolaycak (reviewed in the October, 1982 issue), this frames the story in its
K-4 orchestral setting with an elaborate stage on the cover and title page, followed by an intro-
duction to the characters with their representative musical instruments. The adaptation
itself has humorous additions as the animals talk to themselves and each other in cartoon
balloons ("A bird on the nose is better than a cat in a tree") and in the end, parade the
wolf back into the forest instead of toward the zoo. The illustrations are meticulously ren-
dered paintings in a comic-strip format that heightens the narrative and the satire simul-
taneously. Miiller's refined line and clarity of color, combined with occasionally sudden
shifts in perspective, make this an absorbing work of art, which culminates, as the curtain
closes and the conductor hushes his orchestra, in a bow from the animal cast. Also avail-
able is a narrated audio cassette with music performed by the Hamburg Symphony
Orchestra. Bravo! BH
C.U. Music appreciation
D.V. Courage
Reed, Don C. Sevengill" The Shark and Me; illus. by Pamela Ford Johnson. Knopf, 1986. Library
ed. ISBN 0-394-96926-X; Trade ed. ISBN 0-394-86926-5. 125p. Library ed. $11.99; Trade
ed. $11.95.
1961
A diver at Marine World/Africa U.S.A. (in California) describes some of his experi-
R ences, focusing on the broadhead sevengilled sharks in the aquarium, in particular the
7- female he calls "Sevengill." The book should appeal especially to animal lovers, but this is
* that rarity, a first-hand account by a natural writer, and so should also attract the general
reader. Much of the text is dramatic as well as true; all of it is suffused with the protective
affection of an active conservationist. This is authoritative, informative, and eminently
readable. A list of books for further reading and an index are appended. ZS
D.V. Animals, kindness to
Rostkowski, Margaret I. After the Dancing Days. Harper, 1986. Library ed. ISBN 0-06-025078-X;
Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-025077-1. 217p. Library ed. $13.89; Trade ed. $13.95.
Against her mother's explicit instructions, 13-year-old Annie Metcalf has been visiting
R the hospital for wounded veterans where her physician father works, and where she has
5-8 become friends with Andrew, a young, bitter vet disfigured by mustard gas in France. Set
in a small town outside Kansas City just after World War One, this first novel successfully
depicts the ambivalence Americans felt toward the returning wounded. "I don't know but
it would have been better if they had died in Europe. And so awful to look at," says
Annie's Sunday school teacher, a feeling echoed by Annie's mother, who lost her beloved
brother Paul and many friends, and who now wants only to put the whole tragedy behind
her. The conflict between mother and daughter is central, and if Annie seems a bit too
neatly on the side of the angels, her mother is drawn with insight and complexity. Mrs.
Metcalfs eventual coming-around (she gives a piano recital at the hospital) may be a sen-
timental ending, but it is a satisfying one, and the telling throughout is simple and warm.
RS
D.V. Pacific attitudes
Sanford, William. Bill Cosby; by William Sanford and Carl Green; ed. by Howard Schroeder.
Crestwood House, 1986. ISBN 0-89686-297-6. 32p. illus. with photographs. (Center
Stage) $8.95.
Although this gives some facts about Bill Cosby's life, from a poverty-plus-industry
M childhood to a doctorate, an annual income of millions ("... as much as $10 million U.S.
4-6 a year"), and a niche high in the entertainment firmament, it is so padded with Cosby
jokes, so adulatory in tone, and so brief as to seriously weaken the whole. Each chapter is
three or four pages of print plus some photographs and boldface topic headlines that seem
redundant. No sources of information are cited, and no facts about the author are pro-
vided. Great star, poor show. ZS
Sanford, William. MichaelJ. Fox, by William Sanford and Carl Green; ed. by Howard Schroeder.
Crestwood House, 1986. ISBN 0-89686-298-4. 32p. illus. with photographs. (Center
Stage). $8.95.
In the same format as the Cosby biography above, this is also vitiated by a gushy style
M of writing. It is formulaic in its depiction of Fox as hard-working, goal-oriented, apprecia-
4-6 tive of fans, modest, etc. Although this is the light stuff of which movie magazines are
made, it will-like the Cosby biography and others in this publisher's series about enter-
tainers--appeal because of the subject's popularity. ZS
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Schwartz, Amy. Yossel Zissel and the Wisdom of Chelmn written and illus. by Amy Schwartz. Jew-
ish Publication Society, 1986. ISBN 0-8276-0258-8. 30p. $9.95.
After a few preliminary anecdotes establishing Chelm as the global center of wisdom
R and Yossel Zissel as its wisest man, Schwartz launches into the story of Yossel s journey to
K-3 Warsaw to collect a fortune inherited from his Uncle Pinya to share with the citizens of
Chelm. Yossel insists on carrying the bags of gold himself until, stumbling exhausted into
an inn, he trades the gold for animals that will move by themselves, trades the animals
(which move in all directions at once) for featherbeds (which are much lighter), lets the
feathers loose to float in the air, and then waits quizzically back in Chelm for the arrival of
the feathers. When they don't appear, Yossel has a dream telling him to disperse with his
people to follow the feathers and dispense their wisdom to the whole world. This is an
amusing inclusion for a story hour of numskull tales, with a hearty Jewish flavor all its
own but motifs similar to "Gudbrand on the Hillside" and others. The black-and-white
illustrations are spacious and, in the best compositions, have a rhythm of rounded shapes
somewhat reminiscent of Wanda Gag's work. BH
C.U. Storytelling
Sewell, Anna. Black Beauty; ad. by Robin McKinley; illus. by Susan Jeffers. Random, 1986.
Library ed. ISBN 0-394-96575-2; Trade ed. ISBN 0-394-86575-8. 68p. Library ed. $11.95;
Trade ed. $10.95.
A blessedly brief adaptation of the several-hundred page original horse opera has been
R cut to 57 liberally illustrated pages in oversize format. McKinley has managed to retain the
3-5 important episodes and even the tone of Sewell's work without the excessive details and
sentiment. Jeffers, too, is at her best in these striking pen-and-wash illustrations. The
animals benefit from her skillful drafting and graceful compositions, and the humans
represent some of her most natural portraiture yet. Both the story and the sweeping pic-
tures are full of action, sustaining the old fashioned style at a successful pitch for reading
aloud or alone. Some may question the wisdom of perpetuating a work that depends on
equine monologue, but for anyone bent on tasting the classic, this is a palatable form.
Nay? Neigh! BH
D.V. Animals--kindness to
Sleator, William. The Boy Who Reversed Himsef. Dutton, 1986. ISBN 0-525-44276-6. $12.95.
Reviewed from galleys.
In what sometimes seems, in effect, to be a spoof of science fiction, Sleator tells the
Ad story of a tenth-grade girl, Laura, who persuades a lonely classmate, Omar, to take her
7-10 into the fourth dimension with him. Once Omar has accidentally revealed his secret
powers, Laura uses a kind of emotional blackmail to learn them herself and then uses
them to hold the interest of her boyfriend, Pete, but almost gets killed in the process.
There are some truly dangerous moments highlighting the plot, but these are too few and
far between to support the explanations that seem frequently to weigh down the dialogue.
Pete is clearly a bounder from the beginning, and it is hardly a surprise that Laura dis-
covers nerdy-looking Omar's true worth. Indeed, the last several pages reveal that she has
long been married to Omar, which proves how permanently her values changed, and that
the story is a top-secret notebook ("What would happen if it ever fell into the hands of a
publisher? I shudder to think"). le., she has ultimately betrayed Omar's secret of the deli-
cately balanced worlds of different dimension. This last sports a note of humor that con-
tradicts the suggested seriousness of the situation and gives the reader a sense of being part
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of a game played by the author. Readers who enjoy Sleator's other books will recognize
his affinity for games. BH
D.V. Boy-girl relations
St. George, Judith. What's Happening To My Junior Year? Putnam, 1986. ISBN 0-399-21316-3.
164p. $13.95.
Steppie, who tells the story of part of her junior year, has all her plans made and her
Ad priorities set: in order, ".. . finding a boy friend, making the yearbook staff, and keeping
6-9 up my grades...." With one variation, this is a formulaic teen novel, with a glamorous
boy who turns out to be a disappointment, an old classmate who becomes newly interest-
ing, and a third-girl-disruption of a long-standing best friendship. There's a great deal of
attention given to the effects of the family's acquiring a pool table. Mom proves to be a
pool expert and leaves the family to go to out-of-town competitions; and Mom also uses
the basement to set up, working with a clergyman, a pool table rehabilitation program for
convicted delinquents, one of whom becomes Steppie's friend. The scenario is turgid with
its multiplicity of problems and people; the style is adequate, the characters are believ-
able-but many of them seem more case histories from a file than individuals. ZS
D.V. Boy-girl relations; Mother-daughter relations
Steiner, Barbara A. Oliver Dibbs and the Dinosaur Cause; illus. by Eileen Cristelow. Four Winds,
1986. ISBN 0-02-787880-5. $12.95. Reviewed from galleys.
The epitome of a fifth-grade Nice Guy, Oliver comes up with an idea for a class project:
R studying dinosaurs. From this comes the next idea, getting the state legislature to choose a
3-5 stegosaurus as the official state fossil. Although low-keyed, the story is never slow-paced;
characterization is consistent if not deep, and the writing style is light and smooth. The
story gives some information about how a bill becomes a law in Colorado, but this isn't
primarily an instructive book, and it has an attractive balance of Oliver's family dynamics,
school life, and extracurricular interests. He wins over a bully, helps take care of a
younger brother (without grumbling), works cooperatively with peers and adults. He's a
nice boy but not boringly nice. ZS
D.V. Age-mate relations; Family relations
Stevenson, James. No Friends; written and illus. by James Stevenson. Greenwillow, 1986. Library
ed. ISBN 0-688-06507-4; Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-06506-6. 30p. Library ed. $11.88; Trade
ed. $11.75.
To fans of Louie's and Mary Ann's Grandpa, the fact that plot structure is the same in
R all the series will be an added appeal. They can count on the fact that whatever problem
K-2 the children have, Grandpa had one like it-but so much worse that, in the end, the
problem seems not so bad. Thus, with humorous treatment, Stevenson assuages any fears
his audience may have. Here Mary Ann and Louie are disconsolate because they have
made no friends in the awful neighborhood to which they've just moved. Grandpa talks
about his terrible experience as new boy on the block, and by the end of his very tall tale,
some local children appear to proffer friendship and join in Grandpa's offer of ice cream
all around. The breezy drawings (with a small-boy Grandpa sporting a moustache) add
vitality and humor. ZS
D.V. Adaptability; Age-mate relations; Grandparent-child relations
Stolz, Mary Slattery. Ivy Larkin. Harcourt, 1986. ISBN 0-15-239366-9. 266p. $13.95.
In a story set in Manhattan during the Depression Era, the protagonist is fourteen-year-
Ad old Ivy, who bitterly resents the isolation she feels and the snobbishness from which she
5-7 suffers as a scholarship student at an exclusive private school. Even with the scholarship,
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the expenses are a strain on the family budget; when Ivy's father loses his job, it's even
harder for Ivy to see why Mama insists on the school. Pop gets a job, Ivy decides she'll
finish the year but then go to public school. There are relationships with Ivy's extended
family and changes within her immediate family (a younger sister, because of a puppy,
gets over some of her timidity), and there are some vivid period details, but, unlike some
earlier books by Stolz, this has a long-winded air, perhaps because the narrative occa-
sionally has tangential description or dialogue that slows the pace. ZS
D.V. Family relations; Fear, overcoming
Talbert, Marc. Thin Ice. Little, 1986. ISBN 0-316-83133-6. 207p. $13.95.
"Giving his sister her insulin shots was worse than a paper route." Franny's diabetes is
M the least of Martin's problems: his father has moved to Alaska, he's fighting with his best
4-7 friend Barney, he's not doing well in school, and it appears that romance is brewing
between Martin's mother and Mr. Raven, his teacher. This story of a young adolescent's
reactions to the separation of his parents is burdened by over-writing and heavy doses of
bibliotherapy, and Talbert's attempt to convey how kids really talk and feel is sincere but
too apparently deliberate. The raucous classroom scenes do ring true, as does Martin's
stormy relationship with Barney-Talbert understands well the difficulties that pride and
embarrassment present in repairing a damaged friendship. There's a scene near the end
when Martin runs away, and Franny goes into insulin shock; this seems gratuitous, as
does Talbert's preoccupation with images of bodily smells, excretions, and secretions. RS
D.V. Divorce, adjustment to
Twohill, Maggie. Bigmouth. Bradbury, 1986. ISBN 0-02-789260-3. 10p. $10.95.
Bunny, in fifth grade, is so obdurately loquacious that teachers hesitate to call on her,
Ad her friends clamp their hands over her mouth, and her family is in despair. It's bad
3-5 enough that Bunny chatters; it leads to real trouble when she doesn't listen. First she spoils
a surprise party by not paying attention to the setting of the date, and then she causes
family disruption by passing on a message to her father to the effect that they are to move
to London in two weeks. Unchastised but chastened, Bunny turns taciturn and glum, an
about-face that's not quite believable. Then there is a happy ending, Bunny presumably
having learned a lesson. The idea is amusing, but the iteration of it slows the pace of the
story and makes it a bit too slapstick to be believable. ZS
D.V. Self-control; Social behavior
Wachter, Oralee. Close to Home; illus. by Jane Aaron. Scholastic, 1986. ISBN 0-590-40330-3. 46p.
$12.95.
In four episodes, the author describes foiled attempts to force children into situations of
Ad potential danger, each instigated by someone "close to home." Unlike most of the spate
K-2 of recent books designed to help threatened children, this does not deal with physical or
sexual abuse specifically, although such may be the intent in two of the tales. Two sixth-
grade girls refuse a persistent driver offering a ride, and a boy runs from a man who
accosts him in an isolated spot. In the other two stories, a brother and sister refuse to go
with a divorced father who is trying to abduct them, and a child learns that she must
always let her mother know where she is, even when she's with a baby-sitter. Adequately
written but heavy-handed, the text is illustrated by unattractively awkward figure
drawings. ZS
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By the 1985 Newbery Honor author of
By the 1985 Newbery Honor author of
The Moves Make the Man
Midnight Hour
Encores
Bruce Brooks
"In The Moves Make the
Man Brooks used basket-
ball...as a vehicle for unfor-
gettably vivid wnting; here
he uses music for similar
purposes. Although Sib
[a 16-year-old musical prod-
igy] has not seen her mother
since the day she was born,
she suddenly announces
that she'd like to. Her father
[then] takes her on a trip
both actual and figurative,
across the country, and back
15 years [as he recalls] the spirit that captured her mother and him
during the 1960s.... Brooks is a genuine storyteller, with fine dramatic
sense and excellent comic timing. Like Moves, this is full of memora-
ble scenes and magic moments, especially when music is being
played or heard....A stimulating thought-provoking tale."-(Starred
review) School Library Journal
Ages 12 up. $13.70* $13.89+
THE MOVES MAKE THE MAN
1985 Boston Globe-Horn Book Award for Fiction
A 1984 Notable Children's Book
A 1985 ALA Best Book for Young Adults
$13.25* $12.89t
Harper Keypoint paper edition coming April, 1987
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Children's Books
The University of Chicago
Guide to Children's Literature,
1979-1984
Cloth $35.00 522 pages
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OF CHICAGO PRESS
5801 South Ellis Avenue
Chicago, IL 60637
6"ViVid"
THE MOONLIGHT MANIPaula Fox
"In an exquisite coming-of-age novel Catherine spends several
weeks alone with her father for the first time since her parents'
divorce.... Fox is one of the premier authors writing today, and
this novel shows both the purity and the potency of her writing.
Every word is precisely chosen, each image carefully evoked "
- Starred, Booklist. "Few writers see with such microsurgical
precision the complex and interrelated strands of a human rela-
tionship" -Bulletin of the Center for Children's Books. "...cause
for celebration' - Publishers Weekly
$12 95/0-02-735480-6/Ages 12 up
SENTRIESIGary Paulsen
"Paulsen continues in literary excellence with this collectively
powerful reminder of the formidable human waste nuclear war
promises... Highly recommended for all libraries and already
nominated for YASD's 1986 Best Books list"-'Voice of Youth Ad-
vocates. "So long as people still can choose to write, to read, and
take to heart such books as this, so clear and brave, then surely
there's hope for the future "-N. Y Times Book Review
$12.95/0-02-770100-X/Ages 12 up
A FINE WHITE DUSTICynthia Rylant
"An enigmatic, powerful novel about a seventh-grade boy who is
enthralled by an itinerant evangelist in the rural South... Simply
but beautifully written."-Pointer, Kirkus Reviews. "Rylant's subtle
telling has a hymn-like quality, sung in a melodic, soulful way
which reverberates within the reader's compassion'"-Starred,
School Library Journal. "Blending humor and intense emotion
with a poetic use of language, Cynthia Rylant has created a taut,
finely drawn portrait."-Starred, Horn Book. "An achingly reso-
nant portrayal... poignant and perceptive."-'Starred, Booklist
$11.95/0-02-777240-3/Ages 11-13
BAD MAN BALLADIScott R. Sanders
"The brutal murder of a peddler in Roma, Ohio in the early 1800s
puts an unlikely pair of deputies on the trail of a giant creature
more bear than man.... This fantastic tale is rich with vivid detail
... a novel that lingers long after reading."-Publishers Weekly.
"The language is vivid and rhythmic, the characters convincing'
-'Booklist. "... a story that moves and captivates.... The writ-
ing is facile, vivid, quick, poetic"-Pointer, Kirkus Reviews
S13.95/0-02-778230-1/Ages 11-13
Bralbury Press
An Affiliate of Macmillan, Inc., 866 Third Avenue, New York, NY 1002
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BULLETIN...For Librarians, Teachers, & Parents
The closing, in recent years, of library schools at Case Western Reserve, Denver, Minnesota,
and the University of Southern California has made many question whether there will be
enough trained professionals to meet the challenges of future libraries. In fact, some systems
have already experienced difficulty in filling positions in the children's and young adult
specialty areas. It was therefore a shock to learn last year of the possible closing of the
University of Chicago's Graduate Library School, long ranked as one of the top two library
schools in the U.S. and, for almost 40 years, the sponsor of the Bulletin of the Center for
Children's Books. Now, after a careful review of the Graduate Library School, the University
of Chicago has reaffirmed its commitment to maintaining high quality research and profes-
sional programs addressed to problems of libraries and information management. Don
Swanson, acting dean of GLS, has issued the following report.
"The university did not equivocate or temporize; we are encouraged to plan on a long-term
basis. A committee consisting of GLS faculty members and members of other faculties on
campus is being formed to define GLS programs and future directions. Goals of the school
will include a buildup of the doctoral program, promotion of external support, and increased
interaction with other areas of the university. Computer and mass storage technology have
been of great importance in the research and educational programs of the school during the
past two decades, and will continue to play a leading role. But our focus has been and will
continue to be on the purposes for which these instruments are used, on the conceptual
problems of information access, and on the use and users of information.
The impact of technology has already been so great as to change the limits and boundaries
of library services. But that impact is destined to become even greater, and the Graduate
Library School intends to stay at the leading edge. In 1925, when the Carnegie Corporation
was seeking the best place to start a research-oriented graduate library school, Frederick
Keppel, then president of Carnegie, said: 'Chicago is the natural center of the library
world....' That is still true today.
The GLS produces two journals that have been preeminent in their respective fields for the
past half century-The Library Quarterly and the Bulletin of the Center for Children's
Books. The Quarterly is devoted to research and scholarly publication. The Center for
Children's Books hosts studies of children's literature closely related to problems of literacy
and to the broader studies of information access and distribution that are conducted in the
library school.
Scholarships, fellowships, and other forms of financial aid are now available, and the
Graduate Library School invites applications for admission to its Ph.D., M.A., and advanced
study programs."
The Bulletin of the Center for Children's Books enters 1987 with a toast to the future of
the Graduate Library School at the University of Chicago. To all those concerned with books,
reading, and the library world of information and ideas, Happy New Year! Betsy Hearne,
Editor
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